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Nearly two centuries ago Talbot first observed the fascinating effect whereby light propagating through a periodic
structure generates a “carpet” of image revivals in the near field. Here we report the first observation of the spatial
Talbot effect for light interacting with periodic Bose–Einstein condensate interference fringes. The Talbot effect can
lead to dramatic loss of fringe visibility in images, degrading precision interferometry; however, we demonstrate how
the effect can also be used as a tool to enhance visibility, as well as extend the useful focal range of matter-wave
detection systems by orders of magnitude. We show that negative optical densities arise from matter-wave induced
lensing of detuned imaging light—yielding Talbot-enhanced single-shot interference visibility of>135% compared to
the ideal visibility for resonant light.
Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further distribution of this work must
maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the first experimental realization of gaseous Bose–Einstein
condensates (BECs) [1,2], the field has grown dramatically, and
condensates are now used for a variety of studies including
the flow of superfluids [3], studies of strongly dipolar systems
[4,5], and for producing atom lasers [6]. Matter waves are also
ideal for quantum technologies, a key ingredient of which is
atom interferometry. Interferometers yield precise measurements
of fundamental constants [7], rotation [8,9], acceleration [10],
gravity [11,12], and gravitational shifts [13]. Interferometry is
also a key method for studying the superfluid states prevalent
in quantum degenerate systems [14–19].
BECs are fully coherent matter-wave sources, as first strikingly
demonstrated in Ref. [20]. A cigar-shaped single-well potential
was transformed into a double-well by axial separation with an
optical dipole beam. Ballistic expansion led to wavepacket spatial
interference, reminiscent of Young’s double slits. We use a similar
configuration [21], but a simpler levitation-enhanced imaging
technique, achieving improved visibility of 80% (Fig. 1) above
our previous record of 60% by longer levitation and a weaker
dipole beam. BEC interference has also been demonstrated via
radial [22–26] or axial [27,28] separation using a wide variety of
other techniques. During our BEC interference investigations we
observed that the fringe visibility strongly depended on the cam-
era focal location, which we can now clearly attribute to the
Talbot effect. Talbot’s 1836 observation [29] of self-imaging of
a periodic structure in near-field diffraction arises due to wave
optics [30]. The phenomenon has since been studied in a wide
variety of scientific disciplines including optics, acoustics, electron
microscopy, x rays, and plasmonics [31,32]. Transversely coherent
waves with wavelength λ passing through a regular phase/intensity
structure with period λf produce a self-image with a phase of pi (0)
at odd (even) integer multiples of the Talbot distance ΛT  λ
2
f ∕λ
[33]. Fractional and fractal Talbot effects arise if the grating struc-
ture contains higher spatial harmonics [34].
With matter waves the spatial Talbot effect has been observed
from hot atomic beams [35,36], and the temporal Talbot effect
has been seen with BECs in 1D optical lattices [37,38]. The effect
is also an important trigger for spontaneous spatial light/matter
pattern formation in cold atomic gases [39]. Although the regular
period and phase of BEC interference patterns are extremely
important for metrology, the dramatic influence of the Talbot
effect on the propagation of near-resonant light used for imaging
condensates has not been previously seen.
Here we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first
observation of spatially periodic visibility variation in a BEC inter-
ferometer due to the Talbot effect. Imaging light is absorbed and
refracted by N BEC interference fringes, and then propagates
through the imaging system. At integer Talbot distances iΛT
(jij ≲N ) from the central image plane the diffracted light dra-
matically re-images to N − jij fringes (Fig. 2). Furthermore, by
detuning the imaging light, negative optical densities [40] arise,
leading to enhanced visibility, nearly doubling the resonant value.
Our results will be of particular relevance to atom interferom-
etry experiments with several fringes (N > 5), as opposed to those
with only a few fringes or an overall population amplitude
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variation. Multi-fringe interferometers may have been optimized
in the past based on high visibility, finding only a local maximum.
In situations where the fringe period is critical, an assumption of
only one image plane could lead to erroneous results [cf.
Fig. 2(e)]. In the limit of short period fringes, with period around
one wavelength, a Talbot distance of order 1 μm would lead to
extreme difficulty in positioning the camera focal plane, with
corresponding sensitivity to drift. This would be particularly
important if, e.g., single-atom absorption imaging [41] were used
in a quantum gas microscope [42,43].
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND FRINGES
In our experimental setup [21,44], a few 108 87Rb atoms in the
weak-field-seeking state jF  2; mF  2i are trapped at the top
of a magnetic storage ring [44]. The Ioffe–Pritchard (IP) trap has
axial and radial trapping frequencies of 10 and 90 Hz, respec-
tively, and a lifetime of 55 s. After 30 s RF evaporation, conden-
sates with 5 × 105 atoms are created and observed using standard
resonant absorption imaging on the stretched D2 transition
jF  2; mF  2i → jF
0  3; mF  3i, with magnification ×2.
A 658 nm blue-detuned repulsive dipole beam is used for axial
BEC splitting with <1 mW derived from a diode laser with an
acousto-optic modulator focused to a 10 μm waist [21].
Split BECs are released by rapidly switching off the optical and
magnetic potential, and they expand in space for sufficiently long
that the final atomic cloud size is much larger than the initial
distribution. Thus even initial spatial distributions with some
broken symmetry behave like two matter-wave point sources.
This leads to clear “Young’s-slit” type planar interference patterns
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Fig. 1. Matter-wave interference. (a) Experimental absorption image
(1.4 mm × 1.4 mm) of a condensate axially split by a blue-detuned
optical dipole beam at 160 ms levitation time; scalebar indicates optical
density (OD). (b) Background-subtracted, angle-corrected, row-averaged
OD profile (red points) of the red rectangular region in (a). The fitted
sine wave has a parabolic spatial envelope and offset (gray curve) for fringe
visibility and period extraction. (c) Fringe period as a function of
levitation time: experimental data (black dots); inferred fringe period
evolution [blue curve, Eq. (2) with ωz  13.8 1.4 rad∕s and
d  45 μm]; ballistic expansion theory [red line, Eq. (1)].
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Fig. 2. Theoretical light propagation through BEC fringes. (a)–(c) Ten BEC fringes along x  0 of peak optical densityOD0  0.4 and visibility 80%
interact with resonant light leading, on propagation x > 0, to periodic phase [(a) in radians] and OD (b) profile revivals. Antinodes of OD (red points)
correspond to nodes of the phase, and vice versa. The central fringe at z  0 is displayed (c) for red, resonant (black), and blue laser detunings of −Γ∕2, 0,
and Γ∕2, illustrating how detuning not only phase-shifts the fringes in x, but can also enhance visibility relative to the initial optical density. After the light
in images (a), (b), and (c) propagates through a 300-mm-long ×2magnification imaging system, the corresponding phase, OD, and visibility are shown in
(d), (e), and (f ), respectively. Note the chirp in the spatial period about the image plane [white dashed line in (d) and (e)].
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in 3D [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)], obviating the need for specialized
tomographic imaging [20]. The BEC fringe period λf comes
from the de Broglie wavelength of the two condensates and
can be expressed as
λf 
ht
md
; (1)
where h is Planck’s constant, t the ballistic expansion time, m is
the atomic mass, and d is the initial BEC center-of-mass separa-
tion. The freefall time is limited to 0–30 ms by the size of the
imaging area, and times <60 ms by the physical extent of the
vacuum cell. To overcome these limitations we use a magnetic
levitation field [1,45,46] derived from a toroidal quadrupole
[44] offset by an additional vertical constant field. BECs therefore
experience a weak inverted parabola potential (U z  −mω
2
z z
2∕2
with ωz the angular velocity along the z direction, i.e., the BEC
axis) due to the circular nature of the levitation coils, which we
showed in Ref. [21] modifies λf in Eq. (1) to
λ 0f  λf
sinhωz t
ωz t
: (2)
Although our initial BEC separation d is large in comparison
to other experiments, the levitation potential we apply magnifies
the spatial scale of our fringes [17,21] [Fig. 1(c)]. To achieve the
equivalent maximum fringe period by ballistic expansion we
would need 800 ms, i.e., 3 m of freefall. To resolve the fringes
levitation times ≥70 ms are needed until the period corresponds
to two or more camera pixels (≥10 μm). Using resonant light
absorption imaging fringe periods of 37.5(0.8) μm are observed,
with the highest visibility seen in this type of interferometer—
80% [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]—close to the theoretical limit due
to camera pixelation of the fringes. Depending on the timing
and power of the dipole beam application either two phase-
separate condensates are created or a single condensate can be split
into two phase-coherently [22,47]. The size of our interference
pattern in comparison to our center-of-mass uncertainty currently
prevents us from ascertaining whether the relative phases of our
split condensates are random or correlated; however, the main
results are unaffected.
3. TALBOT EFFECT: THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
The effect of imaging light interacting with periodic BEC fringes
can be modeled by Fourier-propagating the light waves, based on
the initial conditions of the field immediately after the conden-
sate, and then performing the inverse Fourier transform to
convert back to real space [48–51]. Propagation effects inside
the BEC are neglected as the condensate size in the beam propa-
gation direction is considerably smaller than the Talbot period.
When light passes through the BEC fringes, the light attenu-
ation and phase shift depend on the light detuning and the
integrated atomic density. In the standard absorption imaging
we use, the light passing through the atomic cloud indicates a
transversely spatially dependent optical density
OD  ln

I i − I b
I e − I b

; (3)
where I i, I e , and I b are the light intensity distributions incident on
the atoms, exiting the atoms, and due to background light, respec-
tively. For low-intensity light the optical density in the BEC
pattern varies with detuning as OD  OD0∕1 4Δ∕Γ
2,
where Δ is the light detuning from the atomic resonance, OD0
is the (resonant) peak optical density, and Γ is the natural line-
width. In our system Γ is power-broadened from 6 to 8 MHz.
The light phase shift due to the BEC is given via the Kramers–
Kronig relation, i.e., δϕ  −ODΔ∕Γ, with a maximum phase
shift at Δ  Γ∕2. Under conditions similar to Fig. 1(b), with
OD0  0.4 and Δ  0 MHz, in Fig. 2 we investigate the theo-
retical fringe behavior for 10 BEC fringes with OD0  0.4 and
visibility 80% observed with on-resonant imaging, as well as
the key effect of changing the imaging beam detuning (Fig. 2).
By taking z slices through the Talbot optical density “carpet”
in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e), the visibility as a function of x for imaging
detuning Δ  0 MHz can be obtained, and compared to the
behavior for detunings Δ  4 MHz [Figs. 2(c) and 2(f )]. The
model we use to fit fringes at a given z is a sine wave of visibility C,
modulated by a parabolic amplitude to incorporate the typical
experimental behavior of the fringes due to their origin from
the overlap of two initially spatially separated clouds:
A0  A2z − z0
2C sinkz  ϕ  1: (4)
Visibilities C > 1 occur when the absorption imaging beam
shows regions of negative optical density—where more light is
in the beam after it passes through the BEC fringes than
before—a single-shot experimental example of which is shown
in Fig. 3(a) with C ≈ 150%. Figure 3(b) presents the correspond-
ing spatial Talbot experimental visibility data to Fig. 2(e), at the
same detunings, for imaging light interacting with periodic BEC
fringes. For both positive and negative detuned light the exper-
imental and theoretical visibility agree well and are enhanced from
80% to 135% [Fig. 3(b)]. This visibility enhancement for de-
tuned light is due to the phase variation in the initial conditions
converting reversibly into intensity variation upon propagation.
The enhancement can also be interpreted as focusing since the
sinusoidal spatial phase variation is like a collection of alternating
positive and negative lenses.
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Fig. 3. (a) Single-shot 1D BEC OD profile (21 row average,
Δ  4 MHz), with visibility C  1.5 from fitting data points (black)
with Eq. (4) (green curve). (b) Experimental (dots) and theoretical
[curves from Fig. 2(e)] visibility as a function of camera position for
detunings −4, 0, and 4 MHz (red, black, and blue, respectively).
All error bars in this paper represent the standard deviation of results
from three separate images. The central Talbot period was fit to be
6.1(0.1) mm, which agrees well with the theoretical Talbot period of
6.4(0.3) mm predicted from the fringe period and Eq. (5).
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The variation of the observed fringe visibility as a function of
the camera position can be attributed to the Talbot effect. The
magnification of the imaging system modifies the Talbot period,
which is therefore given by
Λ 
Mλf 
2
λ
; (5)
for light of wavelength λ incident on a periodic density/phase
modulation of period λf , where M is the camera magnification.
With the camera position at 13 mm, the observed fringe period
on the CCD for on-resonance light in Fig. 3 was 70.9(1.5) μm.
The corresponding Talbot period was measured to be
6.1(0.1) mm, which is in good agreement with the theoretically
predicted Talbot period of 6.4(0.3) mm.
To verify that the Talbot effect was at work, we changed the
period of the interference pattern, thus changing the Talbot
period. The fringe period was altered by using different levitation
times [Fig. 1(c)]; 140 and 170 ms were chosen as they would
result in a notable change in the observed Talbot period. The
fringe period under the experimental conditions in Fig. 4, with
the camera at 13 mm and Δ  0.5 MHz, were measured to be
51.2(0.3) μm and 79.5(3.7) μm for 140 and 170 ms, respectively.
The measured Talbot periods were found to be 3.0(0.1) mm for
140 ms and 7.6(0.2) mm for 170 ms, which are also in good
agreement with the theoretical Talbot periods of 3.4(0.1) mm
and 8.1(0.8) mm for 140 and 170 ms, respectively. Figure 4 also
presents density plots of the interference fringes at the peak,
middle, and trough of a Talbot period, showing the drastic change
the spatial Talbot effect can have on the interference signal.
4. OPTIMAL VISIBILITY
In Fig. 5 fringe visibility versus expansion time is shown for both
experiment and theory, with experimental data reaching the high-
est visibility reported in this type of interferometer. Note that for
each detuning in Fig. 5 the data at different levitation times
were selected from the peak value within one Talbot period.
For comparison to our experimental visibility versus levitation
time results shown in Fig. 5, we first consider the theoretical
maximum visibility that can be reached. Assuming two perfect
matter-wave point sources, sinusoidal interference fringes result
of the form F x  1 C sin2pix∕λf , where λf is the fringe
period, and C is the visibility. When these fringes hit the jth pixel
of a perfect CCD camera, with pixel size l , the fringe signal aver-
aged over the range j − 1∕2l ≤ x ≤ j 1∕2l is
FCCD  1 sincpil∕λf C sin2pijl∕λf ; (6)
i.e., the original fringe visibility C reduces to C 0 
sincpil∕λf C . In our experiment l  5 μm is constant, and the
visibility only depends on the time-dependent fringe period—
which we know from the fit to Eq. (2) in Fig. 1(c). This allows
us to determine the theoretical maximum-visibility sinc curves
shown in Fig. 5, which for levitation times after 120 ms reach
visibilities more than 0.95C and are surprisingly similar to exper-
imental data. This is quite remarkable as in the theory we assumed
perfect matter-wave point sources without any allowance for our
non-tomographic imaging, which is susceptible to any spatial
asymmetry in the source BECs and hence 3D curvature of the
fringes (cf. Ref. [20]). The reason for a resonant contrast
<100% is attributed to either a slight angle between the fringe
planes and the imaging beam k-vector or population asymmetry
in the split BECs; however, it is still the highest resonant visibility
seen in this type of interferometer.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We report, to the best of our knowledge, the first observation of
the spatial Talbot effect of imaging light interacting with periodic
BEC interference fringes. This interpretation is confirmed by the
strong agreement between the Talbot lengths predicted by the
fringe period and the measured Talbot periods from the exper-
imental data. We have shown that the spatial Talbot effect can
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Fig. 4. Talbot period variation with fringe period. Visibility is ob-
served as a function of camera position for Δ  0.5 MHz imaging
light after 140, 160, and 170 ms levitation. From fits to these data
Talbot periods were measured to be 3.0(0.1) mm, 6.1(0.2) mm, and
7.6(0.2) mm, respectively, which agree with the theoretical Talbot peri-
ods of 3.4(0.1) mm, 6.3(0.2) mm, and 8.1(0.8) mm determined from the
experimental fringe periods associated with the 140, 160, and 170 ms
levitation times. Inset optical density plots (320 μm × 280 μm) show
the observed visibility changing through the Talbot period.
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Fig. 5. Interference visibility as a function of levitation time and
imaging detuning. Red triangles, black circles and blue squares denote
detunings Δ  −4 MHz, 0 MHz, and 4 MHz, respectively. For com-
parison theory curves are provided of optimal visibility using Eq. (6) with
pixelation-free final visibility values of C  0.8, 1.0, and 1.3, shown by
the black, green, and cyan curves, respectively. The C values 0.8 and 1.3
are chosen to approximately match the theoretical and experimental val-
ues from Figs. 2 and 3, where OD0  0.4.
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have drastic effects on the interference signal, and is therefore
relevant for all BEC interferometers. More importantly, this effect
can then be used as a tool, or diagnostic, to focus interference
experiment imaging systems and help obtain the maximum pos-
sible visibility. By using detuned imaging light (4 MHz) the
Talbot effect converts the imaging light periodic phase shift from
the BEC fringes into an intensity ripple, which results in an
increase in the observed fringe visibility. This enhancement in vis-
ibility allows us to observe single-shot interference visibility [as
defined in Eq. (4)] of C > 135%, which is the highest ever
reported in this type of interferometer. Such a contrast is not un-
physical because the Talbot effect redistributes light into different
parts of the absorption imaging beam—leading to some beam
regions with increased power, i.e., negative optical densities.
The limit to attaining even higher visibility is probably due to
the underlying 80% resonant visibility. This is due to either a
slight angle between the imaging beam and the fringes or pop-
ulation imbalance in the split BEC—we have shown that it is
unlikely to be due to CCD camera pixelation.
Talbot-enhanced interferometers will be particularly advanta-
geous in situations where the fringe period/camera pixel size ratio
is small (or even less than 1), as the longer Talbot period can be
used to accurately infer the matter-wave fringe period. Moreover,
by appropriately tailoring the incident imaging light to have var-
iable focal distance (e.g., with a variable focus lens [52]), the entire
2D Talbot carpet [Fig. 2(e)] can be mapped out automatically.
With the modification of varying imaging light propagation
direction (e.g., with crossed AOMs [53–55]) and a single-pixel
detector [56], this would extend the scheme to short imaging
wavelength detection and enable single-shot 2D Talbot mapping.
Access to the full 2D Talbot carpet would enable more accurate
phase determination of the fringes.
An advantage of our axial inverted parabolic levitation poten-
tial is that even in a compact vacuum system, with large initial
condensate separation, it exponentially magnifies fringe periods
to the same level seen in drop-tower [12] and 10 m vacuum ex-
periments [57]; however, a caveat is that samples in the potential
are also exponentially sensitive to initial position and velocity. In
the future we will enable accurate metrology with the interferom-
eter by reducing our rms center-of-mass noise. To further increase
future interferometer phase accumulation time, the split BEC
matter waves could be guided in a waveguide [58] or ring trap
[44,59–62], and delta kicking could be used to minimize the
atomic velocity spread [57,63,64].
The dataset for this paper is available online Dataset 1,
Ref. [65].
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